
Human Impact of Airbnb

Hotel Industry
Hotel Rooms vs. Airbnb Properties in Amsterdam (2010 to 2017)

Real Estate 
-Property prices rise in popular cities
-Fewer spaces available as buyers purchase extra rooms to rent out

-Encourages cultural exchange
-More relational interactions as opposed to just transactional
-System of transparency, holds people accountable with ratings
-Creates community interaction and brings people together
-Adds value, history and meaning to experience

-Controversy with how the company should apply regulations 
-Discrimination occurs with system of hosts turning away certain guests

-Airbnb is able to o�er accommodation at a signi�cantly smaller cost than hotels and creates competition
-Money spreads from commercial hotels to neighborhoods and locals

-Airbnb does not have to comply with the same legislation as hotels, 
and cities lose signi�cant tax revenue
-Hotel industry loses guests and future jobs

-Airbnb can be a threat to popular cities like Amsterdam and San Francisco
-Central areas are becoming rentable and disrupted with excess tourism
-Property prices rise while buyers are purchasing extra rooms to rent out
-Contributes to gentri�cation
-Tourism overpopulation in neighborhoods leads to tourist businesses replacing local 
stores,  such as bike rental replacing a local grocery

Social Factors

Economic Factors

Threat to Popular Cities

A Unique and Meaningful Experience

Discrimination

-Promotes e�cient use of existing resources and sustainable way of travelling
-Compared to hotels, sharing a home results in signi�cant reduction in energy, water and waste 
generation
-Encourages sustainability awareness among hosts and users
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Hosts that provide recycling options:

Comparing Airbnb properties to hotel stays:

-Vulnerability to opening your home to a stranger
A Risky Experience

Person-to-person exchange
-People bene�t instead of a commercial hotel chain
-Creates a personal experience and ability to live like a local 
-The host gives personal advice and suggestions about the area

Access and Options
-Lower price options create access and a�ordability for new travellers
-Travel is no longer limited to the hotel district of a city, travellers can take the 
unbeaten path 
-Hosts can create a hospitable environment and make a living where it was not 
possible before
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Disruptive Technology:
An inoovation that transforms a product to be much 
more a�ordable and accessable that a much larger pop-
ulation have access to it (Ref 3). Airbnb is a global example 
of this. It is a ‘collaborative consumption platform’, a 
result of the Web 2.0 generation. Collaborative platforms 
enable people to e�ciently get what they need from 
each other, resulting in a sharing-based economy. 

Airbnb is an online community marketplace that con-
nects people looking to rent their homes with people 
who are looking for accommodations. 
Airbnb users include hosts and travelers: hosts list and 
rent out their unused spaces, and travelers search for 
and book travel stays.

Sharing Economy:
An economic system based on sharing underused 
assets or services, for free or for a fee, directly be-
tween individuals.
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How Technology Fuels the ‘Sharing Economy’ ,
Challenges the Hotel Industry and Transforms Space

Thesis:
The Sharing Economy is a disruptive force in many industries, particularly travel, 
consumer goods, transportation, �nance, and employment. A driver in this transfor-
mative system is the home-sharing online platform, Airbnb. 
As an impactful innovation, it provides a certain unique set of options that tradi-
tional hotels do not. In contrast to traditional hotel experiences, it o�ers better 
access and a�ordability, endless options to bookings and locations, personal cus-
tomization, a unique and meaningful experience, and a relationship between users 
and hosts. 
This research investigates the key components of the sharing economy business 
model’s success, and applys it to the hotel environments that are adapting to the 
future. The research looks speci�cally at spatial comparisons between Airbnb list-
ings and hotels, human feedback and expectations, experiential values that have 
been created by this technology, and regulations that may be necessary. 
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